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The Hungarian Way

Special attention was paid to Mid-Eastern Europe a couple ofyears ago. In We
stern Europe and North America much was spoken ofthe region's unique experi
ment. Many illusions had been created both in Mid-Eastern Europe and the
abovementioned parts ofthe world about the possibilities, dangers, and promised
help, of the new socio-political system, as well as the people's moral ity , frame of
mind, interests and their representation. Also, illusions had been made about the
new system's characteristics, tendencies, and accompanying symptoms. Although
an historical evaluation or perspective regarding the real and complex character
ofthis age will not be possible for a while, outlines ofsome facts and tendencies
have already begun to take shape.

We are aware now of the fact that the inheritance of the Mid-Eastern European
nations' past is more varied and has a larger effect on the future than we thought
previously. We know that self-interest plays a greater role in societal formation
than moral consideration, yet the consequences and social effects of historical
events are very difficult to forecast It is obvious that historical conditions cannot
be avoided or ignored. How this region's countries will develop, whether they
will go on together or as individuals, and what kind ofsocial form they will have,
is nonetheless very unclear.

In this study I try to introduce a relationship between the change of regime and
delinquency using six dimensions. These arc the political, economical and soc ial
changes, the crisis ofvalues and norms relating to these changes, the alteration of
delinquency, and the reaction to all the changes which comes into operation
through criminal policy.

Political changes

Hungary had the fewest signs ofdictatorship of the Eastem bloc countries in the
last two decades before its political system was changed. The political system
had been criticized to a limited degree, depending on world policy and the
internal situation in the Soviet Union. The final point ofcri ticism was a disbelief
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in the socialist system. II appears thal the system better endured criticisms
coming from the leading apparatus than those arriving from outside. This is the
reason why the reform efforts, playing a role in the change of political system,
started from inside the communist party.

When the Soviet Union could no longer maintain its jurisdiction in the region,
existing political systems of the affected countries began to collapse. The old
political system of Hungary collapsed first. It was the best prepared for change
because ofthe refonn efforts coming from the communist party.'

The change ofpolitical system was prepared by the communist party elite which
had reform communists (within its own membership), along with the opposition,
pursue a united strategy against the communist party. The opposition wanted to
execute the alteration of the old system peacefully . The change of this system
was earned out by re ferendum, followed by free elections.

So far , the plural democracy in Hungary, which is based on the existence of
several political parries, has been over ideologised. At the beginning of the
change many people believed in the existence of a so-called "second society"
which could be governed by competent experts, who until then were relegated to
background duties. At that time, die central concern was to make a complete and
radical account for the past, part ofwhich involved the political examination of
the old office and party bureaucrats. Mostly members of the new political power
and its extremists endeavoured to work on this project. Many supporters of the
old system made oral statements of loyalty lo the new power, and affirmed their
feelings for the newcorning leaders through deeds. Ideological and party interests
rather than sensibility and professional honor dominated the new leadership's
determination of particular issues. A typical example is reflected in the judicial
and legal control over the abortion issue in several countries ofthe Eastern bloc.

All the parliamentary parties gained or lost supporters during the election period
due to their ideology. There is no sign that any of the parties with strong
infl uence would like to see this situation altered.

'Tedetails can be followed and documented. The best publication about this is the Fordulat
es reform (Tumabout and Reform) publ ished in 1987. At that time, most of the authors of this
pubhcal.lOn went bc)·ond 1he limits dcsigna1od by the ruling power. The consequence was the
cxucluson ofmo5I of the authors from the communist party. This is especially import.ml, since
oneofhe authors questioned the exclusiveness of socialist political system in Hungary. Theyjust
wamtcd to improve the system by reforms. Sc¢ Medvetanc (Beardance) 2/1987. As rcg,,rds the
politucal situaton in Hungary in 1993, none of the above authors belong to the favoritcs of the
ruling power. One ofthem had even been sued by the PrimeMinister because of his "defamation of
the government"
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Among the advantages ofthe political changes is that the various party platforms,
though in a very different degree, could be outlined for a relatively long period.
The scrupulous revelation of ideological differences and the precise identi
fication of radical extremists (and their notions, leading persons, and so-called
"hard liners") became a reality .

Among the drawbacks of the for political change acquired in Hungary is that
the secondary questions and confrontations that occured during formal discus
sions ofpolicy issues diverted attention from key issues, such as those related to
the economy and social situation. The solving of problems has become more
difficult and slower than it was during the years of a central ised governing
system. The cause of this is that the discussion of concepts happens at different
levels and that interests ofmany parties have to be debated.

2 Economical changes

During the period of the old political system, Hungary (unlike many countries
having a similar political system) witnessed the growth of some initiatives of the
market economy alongside the strict planned economy. Between the real or
unreal limits ofmargins the slow transformation of the economic system -which
had many stoppages -began from the mid 60s.

The ruling elite devoted much effort to avoiding a potentially overwhelming state
of discontentment, similar to that of 1956. From the 70s this resulted in the
raising of loans from abroad which was the only way to finance the relative
welfare in the country - including the extension of rights of freedom with
travelling possibilities. From the 80s onward the country kept running into debt
and the political system's operational problems became more and more visible.
From the second half of the decade a quick decline started in Hungary, but this
process was only part of a broader period ofcrisis for the Mid-Eastern European
region.

The beginning ofthe crisis in Hungary dates back to 1979. Its visible symptoms
can be best characterized by the following':

The pace of the national income's increase had slowed down. Moreover,
there were years when the national income decreased. The increase of
income between 1979 and 1986 was only 1.5%.

' Source: Fordulat es reform, (Tumabout and Reform) 1987.
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The living standard of the whole population had stagnated. The situation
ofsome social groups had deteriorated. In the abovementioned period the
price index had been higher than 5%-except in 1980. The real wage for
one person had increased less than 1%, and the real wage level had
decreased some 2%.

Investments decreased.

The national debt had incn:ased, and interest and loans payments could
have caused bankruptcy even in the short run.

The inflation rate had increased, and the population's financial safety was
worsening.

The foreign trade balance had worsened.

Marks of structural crisis began to take shape. The most important of these in
clude:

The unchanged structure of the Hungarian economy in the background of
the crisis of the economical indexes and national debt.

The major role ofCEMA (Council for Mutual Economic Assistance) and
the necessity of its existence in the Hungarian economy. The assumption
concerning the safety ofCEMA market proved not to be true.

The presence of a barter system in the economy instead of a market
economy. This caused a failure in the 80s because of the push to avoid
economical conflicts.

The confidence crisis among the party members and also in the society .
This was caused by the communise party leadership because the heavy
contradictions had not been revealed.

Notwithstanding the above, we can state that Hungary arrived at the doorstep of
political change among more consolidated circumstances than characterized the
other Eastem bloc counties' situation. The private sphere was not unknown in
Hungary. It gained ground in the second or so-called grey economy, in the same
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way that informal opposition against the state developed at this time.'We are not
very far from the truth ifwe say that with the introduction of the new tax system,
the invisible incomes bewne striking. In this regard the country's population
consisted of two parts al that time: the ones who committed tax fraud, and those
who were not in a si tuation to materialize such acts, because of the typeof their
job. This was the period when so-called survival techniques began to be used
across several territories of the economy. Since this time, more and more people
have been temporarily "forced" to apply these techniques in order to avoid finan
cial collapse.

The change ofpolitical system found an economy on the edge ofcollapse. This
economy was still operating but its structure could not be saved. The priorities
were clear as to what measures were necessary lo enable Hungary to join the
Western economics. There was no consenus among experts in the field, how
ever, as to the best manner ofimplementing or realizing these priorities.

The carrying out of different theories bas resulted in failure. The specific factors
that caused the failure were the redivision of certain landfields for compensation,
and the unexpected collapse of agriculture (which was partly a consequence of
the redivision). Further, alteration of the economic structure was slow, and the
legal foundation of the economy was insecure. Changes in the economic structu
re were brought about by several parties and lobbies that had for the most part
unspecific conceptions ofthe privatization of the economy. Owing to the lack of
a secure legal background in the area of the economy's privatization, we can
expect numerous corruption scandals to appear in the future, some ofwhich will
be ofgreat importance. These scandals will affect both the government and most
ofthe parl iamentary parties.

We can state that the first govemment which came to power after the change of
the political system in Hungary has been unable to keep its promise regarding the
execution of the change of economic structure. Recession accelerated in the early
stages and the economy has been stagnating for a long time. Since the beginning
of the change of political system, the Hungarian government has tried to apply
four different models to the change ofeconomic structure. All of them, however,
have lacked a supporting basis. They were the products of one or a few mini 
sters', and some backing experts', lonely actions. The first experiment had been
motivated by conceptions simil ar to those of Polish shock therapy. The society's
answer to the therapy was the taxi drivers' blocade that paralyzed the whole

Teexperience of this opposition was usefully appliedby the major pant of the population in
the following ycarsas well
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country's life. The goal of this behavior was to bring to the govemment's atten
tion the fact that the people are willing to endure only a lesser shock. The econo
my's dynamization failed because of the monetary restrictions of the banking
sphere. Yct even the restriction policy was not to be earned out according to the
plans, as it hindered the realization ofthe private sector's expansion, which is the
precondition of economic growth. The point of the government's plan was to
demonstrate to the society's different classes one way ofcoming out of the "pit" 
in this case through the rising ofthe middle class. This particular plan holds good
possibilities for adventurers seeking leading positions in that region of Europe
where Hungary is situatcd.4

In the end none of the conceived models were successful. The economy's
recession has continued, the cause of which is mainly the decrease of the
government's financial support without the building of proper banking and
marketing support. In the initial period, the quick economic decrease was
fostered by the forceful ceasing of trade on the Eastern markets. Later these
markets collapsed but their fall had nothing to do with the economic situation in
Hungary. The Western countries gave only a small part of the help they
promised, and the for ofaid they gave had certain marks ofneocolonization on
it Later, instead of cooperation, discrimination and the construction of an
economic iron curtain from the Western side started.

Among the advantages of the economic changes following the change of the
political system, we can mention the decrease of tension among the people and
its' relatively easy cessation in the short run. This resulted from the slow pace of
the changes, which allows people to become accustomed to new circumstances,
and at least in Hungary made the crisis-beaten masses of society more
accomodating,

Among the drawbacks ofthe change is, first and most important, its danger. This
affects the population's way of thinking. Because of the enduring crisis, the new
system becomes identified with the old one, and even more, the old system beco
mes seen in a more favorable light than it was during its original period of
existence. The long-lasting crisis also creates a possibility whereby problem
solving ways, once existing on the periphery or having been fashioned from legal
rules, strengthen and become general, and so become problem-solving technics
for the majority of society. Moreover, the long recession conceals the fact that
both the state and the society, as well as the individuals and the communities, are

' se L. Lengyel. UUeten 2000/S22zadveg. (On the way 2000/End of Century) Budapest 1992,
pp. 49-62.
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living off their reserves. By the time the country is in a more favorable situation,
the society may well have no further reserves to help them along.

3 Social changes

The old political system's economical features had determined the most
important characteristics of the social conditions. After the possibilities of
extensive development had been exhausted, the consolidation (which had been
financed by loans ofWestern financial institutions) became a mere sample and
nostalgic memory for most of the society of the late Kadar era. At that time, all
the people enjoyed some degree of welfare and safety in Hungary (although
some people enjoyed greater degrees than others). This fact was based on the
dogmatic principle that everybody has a right to work, which is currently
embodied in the Hungarian constitution. In the communist era the importance of
maintaining employment was so evident that those who did not have a permanent
workplace, the details ofwhich had to be indicated on the identity card (for the
most part we are talking about state owned companies), became suspicious to the
leading authorities, and could be easily charged with the crime ofwork-shirking.
According to the law, this crime represented a danger to society.

From the 70s onward, the increased safety of existence made it possible for
many people, by saving money or obtaining loans from the state, to realize
gradually some of their financial goals. One much desired goal was having a
private apartment. Even those who had no chance lo have their own flat could,
however, attempt to purchase a piece ofweekend ground or, after a long waiting
period, a car, which in comparison to the international standard was expensive
and ofbad quality.

In the 80s societal differentiation continued to expand, and the difference of
income between the lower and upper classes increased. At that time a so-called
poor community had begun to form. It was named the lumpen class. These
people were obviously unable to climb up to the other classes' economic posi
tion, but this was not their fault The lumpen definitely fell behind the
mainstream ofsociety.

With the strengthening of the old system's stability - without regard to the fact
that it was a real or unreal process - ideological loyalty to the state became a
matter of secondary importance and expertise became paramount Although the
number of professional functions which required party membership kept
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decreasing, however, we must admit that this trend did not cease completely until
the political system changed. It is also a fact that in those workplaces where party
membership was not necessary for employment, party members could obtain
leading positions more easily than those who were not members of the com
munist party. The criteria of the professional and political career had no! been
clearly separated. This lack of clarity , however, did not prevent the professional
elite from obtaining the most important leading positions in the economy, in the
form of first or second leader. According to those who expressed their dissatis
faction by ideological arguments after the change of political system, the newly
elite composition of the leading economic positions suggested that the old party
elite had saved its power from the previous system. Yet the saving ofpower had
only partly political elements. The political pas t and connections of the economic
experts greatly helped them to join to the elite. Those who had the same talent
and ability , but not the political connections, did not have the same opportunities
when the political system changed. The ones who previously belonged to the
political elite had a better chance to form a successful economical role for them
selves. This dynamic meant that the previous political power of the elite shifted
to economic power and only those who had the ability to accomodate quickly to
the new circumstances could advance professionally at this time. In the region of
Europe where Hungary is, however, rapid accomodation to new circumstances
docs not mean the same thing as the ability to get accustomed to new
circumstances under existing Westem European capitalism.

As a consequence ofthe above changes, the political power - while losing more
and more of its economic basis - soon became stagnant. The old ideology was
not renewable within the altered internal and external circumstances, and there
were no new concepts available to meet the new challenges. The economy
became disarranged because of the decrease in central financial support, which
was partly the result of the economical situation. With this began a period full of
heavy troubles regarding the society's operating abilities. New masses have
joined those who had once lagged behind the other members of society . People
who previously had a permanent and relatively good income, lost this. The
situation was made worse by overspending among those people who had been
promised social security by the leading members of the new system. From day to
day employees of entire occupational branches and regions in the country
became unable to pay off their long-term debts - among them the debts of their
residential flats. This is how the euphoric adventure of the change of political
system lost its value for many people. It also explains why the major part of the
Hungarian population is apathetic regarding daily politics.
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The relatively rapid change in the economy, including a sharp tum on many
territories (based on the traditions of the previous system in Hungary), did not
give the people time to protect themselves against the new system's effects. As
long as they are unable to do this, the negative symptoms of neocolonization will
exist nationwide. Indeed, marks from the type of exploitation that flourished in
the 18th and 19h century capitalism can be found on cenain strata of the
working population. So, in addition to the recession of big masses from other
pans of the population, the working classes ' exploitation continues. This is
especially important, as the real change of the economic structure has not yet
begun .

Among the advantages of the type ofchange that is continuing in Hungary is the
fact that the society is not "blowing up" because of the new situation. The slow
pace of the changes makes it difficult for those who have demagogical thoughts
to acquire mass support, and so the nation is able to avoid a radical conservative
(left- or right-wing) political turn. The society tends to accept the new system's
conditions.

Among the drawbacks of the change is that it was not accompanied by a
revolutionary adventure. It is probably more difficult to obtain the peoples'
support for such measures over the long term than it is in the first few months of
the new government's reign. The consequence ofa slow and controversial change
ofeconomy - which has been full of stops and tums- is that one cannot see the
end of "tunnel'. In order to get the people to accept the difficulties of a real
change of economic structure the government must outline clear goals and
provide a basis for its promises. Such efforts can only be successful if they are
undenaken by leaders with genuine political power. Efforts have to be made by
politicians who pledge that the situation in the country will improve within a
short period, and who keep their word. Unemployment, which already affects
almost one-third ofthe country's families, hinders one's ability to accept the diffi
cul ties ofeconomic restructuring. However, most of the families affected by un
employment will believe in the govemment's pledges if they see real changes
occur indirectly.

4 Crisis ofv a l u es and norms

One of the main reasons behind the collapse of the ex-communist countries 
apart from economic causes - was that the societies of these countries had never
identified with the official scale of values which were formed by the ideology,
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and which they were recommended to follow or, during certain periods, obliged
to follow. People had not accepted the official values' main elements. The people
in these countries had lived according to a dual scale of values. Both scales of
values contained many negative elements. The unacceptability of certain
elements of the first (or announced) scale of values legitimated the second scale
of values, with its numerous negative or so-called "no" values which had been
institutionalized by society. During recent decades, the second scale of values
has become so firmly entrenched in the many classes ofsociety that the abolish
ment of it requires a change of political system or a similar social explosion 
resulting in a catharsis. Another way the second order ofvalues can be abolished
is through the effect that a durable change in the first scale of values can make.
The second scale "no" values include, for instance, priority of self interest over
social cooperation, atomisrn, negligence ofa community's helping force, and lack
of respect for other people's property. We can observe that some of the above
"no" values also exist in societies selected or predestinated for integration.
Therefore, positive changes cannot be anticipated in those circles. The economic
shock that goes through society, however, explains how many "no" values
become tranformed into neutral or positive values. The communities watch with
a kind ofsilent sympathy rather than a feeling ofdisagreement with the ones who
rob wealthy people. On certain territories a silent sympathy and solidarity starts
to take shape for the support ofthose making actions against the official order of
norms. The expansion of this attitude can undermine the official order of norms
established and protected by the parliament ofa democratic state.

The above dynamic makes it possible for the individual, supported either by his
or his own class' scale of values, to discover the limits of written rights. It
appears that the force of norms weakens from any kind of change of a political
system. This is a natural process both from the inside and the outside. The slow
pace of change enables the various scales of values to continue because each
scale adjusts to new circumstances. This tendency is confirmed by such anomo
lies as occur, for example, when theoretically prohibited but practically preferred
norms blend with indisputable norms and cause obvious reactions.

The changes and conflicts in the scale of values of the society's elite pose a
special problem. The elements of this scale are not always exemplary for the
most part of the population, but they are definitely considered authoritative.
Today, the scale of values as exemplified by those living within the not yet
stabilized elite in Hungary are usually difficult to follow. Even if they are
followed they are hard to realize. It is another matter if these values are exem
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plary. All of this suggests how difficult it is to select values which are worth
protecting over the long term.

As far as the protection ofvalues is concerned, one must observe that values are
bsaed on their acceptance by the society . "The value has to be realized by the
members ofthe society, so it is a must, a norm."

The spheres, priorities, and protection ofvalues differ in different types ofsocie
ties, and they vary according to cultural circumstances. In Hungary, there are
three major scales of values. These are the concepts that have a priority within
the conservative, liberal, and social values. We have to admit that domination of
a single order ofvalues is unimaginable at the moment in Hungary.

The conservative order of values is marked by overweight state interests and
ruling power priorities that stem from tradition. The governing style of states
representing conservative values is paternalistic and is authorized by authori
tarian principles. This does not depend on the government's declaration of social
concepts. As a consequence of the government's ideas and ruling style the
members of the governed population are considered to be subjects. Therefore,
the subjects of the stale have to accept that their historically conditioned status is
more important than the one chosen by them.6 The experience is that in those
regions and countries where the above type of value preferences do exist, the
collective priorities including the national values are significant. The individual
values can be derived from communal values. Thus, when a decision has to be
made, the ruling power's point of view, which represents the community (or the
"people"), is often dominated by a central will that docs not need nor bear
opposition, debate, and the opinion of the affected people. The several tasks of
the community are sharply and well outlined, and well separated. The go
vernment rules, the governed ones execute tasks .

Intolerance is a feature in the abovementioned regions. It often takes shape in the
organization of protection against certain groups of people. Another characte
ristic of intolerance is the credo involved in forming the collective attitude of
some selected groups. This credo apparently manifests itself in deeds - for
instance in legislation and applying law.
The major guiding principle of a liberal order of values is rationalism, and the
respect of freedom and equality . The state in principle bases its activity on its

y Hamori: logics jogon kivuli nora tiv elemck a polgri itelkezcbcn Legal and non-legal
normative elements in the civil justice) - Jogtudomanyi KozJony (Jura! bulletin) 9/1984, p. 491.
Se F. Feher & A. Heller. Kelt-Europa "dicsoscges foradalmai". (The "glorious revolu

tions" of Easter Europe) T-Twins, 1992, pp. 103 and 119.
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citizens ' free agreement One element of the governments' operation is that it
allows feedback from the governed ones regarding that operation. This means
that the hierarchical systems in the affected countries are less one-way or
unilateral. The result of such interaction is a sensible relation between state and
citizens . However, it also means that a bigger number ofconflicts, talks , debates
and operating problems occur in the countries concerned.

The system of norms, part of which is strengthened by the law and which is
exemplary for the community, is crystallized in the relation of individuals and
the society . "It has to be considered, that the individual is living, thinking and
acting as a member of the society - and not in isolation. The points of view
expressed by other members of the society make an impact on the individuals'
content of mind, and this creates the moral system of norms that includes the
society's content ofmind. Laws had been made from the moral system ofnorms
by the reigning class - first occasionally, then 'by planning' - with its
organisations ofpower, and compelling force."7

As both values and an order ofvalues belong to the circles ofmorals rather than
to law, the protection of values by the law can only be fruitful if the scale of
values preferred by the ruling power does not conflict with the scale accepted by
the majority of the population. A characteristic feature of this territory - mentio
ned above in connection with other issues - is the simultaneous presence of
supported, tolerated, and prohibited activities. There are certain acts which are
prohibited but tolerated by authorities so long as the people committing the acts
do not step beyond the border of tolerance. This is the case even though the
authorities know that some kinds of prohibited behavior occur on a mass scale.
"Following the law has to be a moral action. The realization of it requires howe
ver, that most ofthe population be convinced about the value of laws. Penalty in
itself is an inadequate tool for morally reproving someone. It only works to
deepen the already existing moral values. Consequently, law has to be confined
to cases where the public morality is identical with the official concept, or to
situations where people are indifferent toward legal regul ations. "

From the point ofview ofcriminal policy, the order ofprotection regarding rele
vantvalues in a country can be examined by the following:

'RK Merton: Taradalomszemlelet es tarsadalmi struktura, (Social view and social structu
re)Budapest 1980, pp. 4$2-471,Hamori 1984p. 490.

7. Guger. UberMoralud Recht. Stueitgesprach mit Uppsala. Duncker und Humblot, Berlin
1979, p. 178-182.
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the minimum and maximum values ofsanctions applied against the brea
king ofcodified norms,

the action taken against those breaking noms (this includes both the
population's will to take action, and the actions taken by the criminal
authorities),

the degree ofpenalty between the minimum and maximum limi ts.

On the basis ofthe above three categories, different countries and various regions
can also be compared. In this study we are not dealing with variations in the
severity of penalty in different countries. These mirror regional and national
traditions that are based partly on conservative and liberal concepts. Also, we are
not speaking about changes lhat had been made in the criminal law during long
historical periods. These changes reflect a progression rather a given situation,
which is the object ofour focus.

The nonns protected by criminal law are part ofa citizen's security, including the
defense system used to protect that security. How the protection of individual
safety serves society's interests in the long run is another question.

In the Mid-Eastern region of Europe it tends to become a generally accepted
concept that both the protection of values by criminal law and criminal legal
procedure itself are ultima ratio to the operation of society. The criminal law is
an ultima ratio in the sense that "it is an improper means for the solving ofsocial
problems. The crimin al law is not a means that can make an impact on the course
ofevents and soc ial facts that cause the commi ssion ofcriminal acts. "

Thus, the notion that values and norms have to be protected (primarily) by non
criminal -legal means and methods is becoming more prominent Certain aspects
of this notion belong to the theme of law creation. In order to maintain control
and minimize the harms ofcivili sation - the goal ofwhich includes protection of
values in a world which is complicated and ruled by technics - criminal
procedures built on the principles ofRoman law are improper. Other branches of
law (primari ly the civil law and some other branches) are more suited to the
maintenance ofvalues and norms to the extent that they can forcibly ensure the
preservation of those nonns that demand respect. The application of these law
branches can be especially fruitful if the norms defined in the laws express the
people's interests. If the people's interests are legally represented in this way then

"4.Sabo: A buntetojog reformja, (Reformof penal law) p. 4$.
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the nonns are automatically protected. The people need not be warned or even
forced by penalties to meet their obligations.

Where the question arises as to "which cases require the application of criminal
laws", "[his] has to be determined by social necessities rather than the types of
criminal sanctions ""

It is necessary to deal with the question of what kind of scales of values and
priorities a democratic state must have. It is also important to speak about the
kinds of advantages and disadvantages that the different order of values and
priorities poses for the various parts ofcriminal policy and for the prevention of
criminal activity . Wewill speak about this theme later in this study.

5 Structure and dynamics of delinquency - changes in the macro
structure ofsociety

5.1 General notes

When political changes occured in Middle and Eastern Europe many politicians
and political researchers thought that the ex-communist countries would soon
experience rates of illegal deviation prevalent in the Western countries. The
experts quickly offered ideological explanations for the fast and large-scale
increase of delinquency. Freedom, the increased openness of societies, the de
creasing control of the ruling power over the people, and the change in the
manner of state control made the experts draw a pessimistic picture of future
delinquency. In addition, there were predictions mentioning the adverse impact
of unemployment and economic unequalities. These are negative features of
capitalism and had not been known before in the affected countries. It had been
wri tten into the forecasts that these symptoms would cause an increase in rates of
deviance.

Several other explanations existed for increas ing delinquency in the ex
communistic countries. These were not hypothetical but revealed real problems.
Especially bad changes had occured in two areas of social life. One of these was
the sudden end to social stability which otherwise was the source of validity for
all orders of values. The other one was the (temporary) weakening of boards

" 4. Szabo: A bunttojog reformja. (Reform of penal law ) G & G Publishing House, Budapest
1990,p. 39.
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designed to validate the will ofruling power . A further problem was the questio
ning of the old laws' legitimacy.

There were expectations that strengthened the predictions about the large-scale
and long-lasting increase of criminal behavior in Hungary. These expectations
proved to be illusions since the political system changed. The illusions were
related to the idea that the economy would become a capitalist economy in a
short period here, and to the belief that the country would be given a type of
support similar to the Marshall plan. Many Western politicians made unclear
promises about future assistance - in exchange for Hungary's policy toward the
GDR. The explosive rise of the economy, the sudden restructuring ofvalues, and
the existence of developed Western capitalism likely created new moral
challenges which were difficult to meet for the most part ofsociety .

The initial period following the changes proved the forecasts made about the
quick increase ofcriminal activity. Later on, however, many of these predictions
proved to be a mistake, and people began to forfeit their illusions.

Social changes have recently begun in Hungary but they do not reflect the expec
tations people had in 1990. The dangers of today are different from the ones the
population feared a few years ago. The changes have created features that had
not been anticipated before. We spoke about the characteristics of the economy
in Hungary in a previous chapter but must revive parts of this discussion here.
The state sectors disappearance from the economy is slow, and the people's life
situation is gradually deteriorating. Due to the slow nature of the changes, the
deterioration of the population's circumstances and the creation of strategies for
resolving this problem have been underway for a long time. This is the reason
why the changes' negative symptoms only trickle to the surface. Prosperity exists
only for a small circle ofpeople in Hungary today. Yet the negative symptoms of
the changes are not expanding quickly enough to pose a big, sudden danger to all
members of society. The gradual effects of the changes gives society time to
prepare for problems. Although some of these may be unfavorable to the econo
my, by causing impoverishment among many classes of society, their slow pace
enables behavior which everyone must practise, as part of a social adjustment
process. This behavior may be encouraged by the formulation of strategics for
protecting against and preventing deviation.

The new leadership ofthe state stabilized its situation in a relatively short time. It
relied mainly old style organizations which functioned according to old laws.
The conservative goverments of the Central European region soon convinced
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the hesitant police organizations to return to the execution of their tasks . The
legal basis for police activity became questionable in many cases because no law
concerning the execution of law enforcement duties was ever made. The parlia
mentary parties could not agree as to the substance ofsuch a law.

It is essential to stress that mos! of the post-communist countries are continually
striving to their legal systems closer to that of the Western European countries.
However , numerous conditions arc missing which affect the transposition of the
legal principles followed in these countries, many ofwhich are codified in their
national legal systems. Among some of the shortcomings we may count concep
tul as well as financial obstacles

In summary we can say the following: the countries of the Central and Eastern
European regions do not follow the model ofWestem European regions either in
the sphere of the economy or social changes (especially with regard to devia
tions). Tradition plays a big role in life in these countries. Under the word
"tradition" we include habits, norms, ways ofmeeting various demands and pro
blem-solving techn iques, and traditions originating prior to the Second World
War . The implications of this emphasis on tradition is that the societies of the
Central and Eastern European regions use means based on their traditions for the
solution of new challenges. Tradition also determines the answers to politics
problems. Some of these answers are acceptable and some are unacceptable to
the societies ofthose countries trying to close up to the West

Today Hungary may still be characterized as a strongly centralized state having a
hierarchic political order. The government (again) has a strong and centralized
police. Decentralization is occuring very slowly and in a small degree, and to
make matters worse, it generally results from behind-the-scenes bargains instead
ofopen debates. The "grey" economy that was once called the second and third
economy keeps strengthening - with incessant debates about its role. Some
regard it as the society's soul , others think it is the best example ofthe norms' loss
ofvalue. Supporters of both arguments usually refrain from taking steps to end
the "grey" economy, but they also refuse to make it the only type ofeconomy in
existance. This way, social contracts based on unofficial norms are increasing
and in some spheres arc tending to become general and dominant. This results in
a change in the role ofmoney and fortune, and it creates the risk that corruption
may become uncontrollable. This type of infonnal mechanism will probably
soon be built into the societies of the Central and Eastern European region the
same way, just as the previously existing problem-solving techniques of
communism which prevaled alongside the border of the legal system or beyond
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it A rapid rise and expansion offeatures ofWestern type capitalism is not fore
seen.

The conclusion ofthe above observations is that for many years there will be big
differences regarding the determination of scale of values both in the public and
private life. Moral, logical and emotional arguments will struggle to decide what
type of solution would be good for the country. It will be discussed whether
administrative measures are necessary (or at least must be considered) to bring an
end to the "grey" economy, and to stop the availability of incomes after which
people do not pay tax. Another possibility is to reduce these phenomena to an
acceptable degree, keep them under control and make rules and laws for them.
Beyond the impossibility of them ceasing entirely, there are good reasons to
support and oppose both. Many experts are afraid, however, of adopting a very
liberal solution. They believe that this would put the country in a similar
situation to that of the Latin American countries, which is dangerous. They also
fear that a social situation similar to that of Italy would become dominant, and
that such a situation would be wunanageable.

5.2 The main features of structure and dynamics of delinquency before
and after the political changes

Following a period ofstagnation, the nwnber ofcriminal acts in Hungary started
to increase from 1983 onward. Toes tendency accelerated in late 1989 or early
1990, then the increased stopped in 1992. The number of offenders, however,
hardly changed between the mid 70s and the mid 80s. This means that the
number of those committing several crimes were going up, or the number of
offenders not caught by the police was bigger in comparison to the previous
years. Another possibility is some combination ofboth tendencies. The increase
in the number of unapprehended offenders already began in the late 70s, though
at that time there were only a few who paid attention to it. The sudden change of
this situation that occured at the beginning of the political changes was only a
solidifying of the previous process. The meaning of this process, however, had
already changed.

It would be very easy to say that the political and economical changes - being
historical and real events-caused the unfavorable alterations ofdelinquency, but
but this concept would only partly be true. The changes that happened are the
results of many factors, some of which can be examined only from a proper
distance. Now I mention only one of the many factors which is a real factor of
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the alteration. It was at the time of the quick changes in the country when the
proportion of those teenagers and young adults strongly inclined to commit
criminal acts suddenly increased within the population. The proportion of those
who arc in the 14-17 year old age group began to increase in 1982, and from
1989 this tendency continued in a large degree. The proportion of20-24 year old
criminal offenders kept rising from 1987 (sec Table I).

The official analysis indicates a rise in delinquency in general. This is only part
of the truth . It is true that the number or crimes committed against property
increased in a large degree over the last couple years. This worsened existing
figures which showed that the number of criminal cases regarding property was
much higher than that of other type of criminal behavior in Hungary. The
number of cases committed against property has increased beyond 80%. In
previous years it was 45-50%. In 1980 he number of property cases was two
and a half times higher than the total number of cleared cases. In 1991 this
proportion doubled, so the number of property cases was five times higher than
those solved by the police. We must emphasize that ifa single type of criminal
act dominates the criminal statistics, changes in these should not be considered a
general symptom ofall the criminal acts recorded.

Generally, the population is not interested in the increase of criminal cases in
itself. It is however interested in an unfavorable rise of certain type of crimes.
People care about the kind of lawbreaking behavior that jeopardize their personal
or financial safety. This observation enables us to construct two large categories
of criminal acts and criminals. One group contains the type of cases that cause
people fear. The other group contains the cases and offenders that do not have
such an effect on people. In addition to these two groups there exists a third
group, which including those who break the laws created for the protection of
norms and the order ofvalues. It happens very rarely that a member ofone ofthe
three groups belongs to more than onegroup.

We can say that the laws aimed at preventing fear among the population are the
penal laws, which are best suited for achieving this goal. Attention must be paid
to the cases in this category. They must be aggressively pursued, investigated,
and solved, and the offenders must be properly punished, in order to satisfy the
public's demand. The acts belonging to this category may be broken down into
three basic groups. These are the cases against property, the crimes committed
with violence against life, and the actions against life having accidental features.
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We have already spoken about the number ofcrimes committed agains t property,
and we have also mentioned how it changed during the last years. The number of
culprits commi tting burglary in 1992 was almost four times as much as it was in
1980, and the number of cases was more than twice higher in 1991 in compa
rison to 1989. Regarding crimes against property, the number of offenders
belonging to the 20-24 year old age group increased very much between 1989
and 1992. The number ofmembers of this age group participating in burglaries
increased in a larger degree than the average increase of burglary cases in that
period (seeTable 2-4).

The number of violent crimin al actions suddenly increased from 1989 to 1990.
After the small rise in the previous years a stagnating period followed, then from
1989 the number of violent cases increased by three thousand yearly. The
number of known perpetra tors was growing by one to two thousand, but this
number kept decreasing (see Tables S and 6). The number ofmanslaughters and
such kinds of attempts - despite the official pronouncements - did not increase
by a large degree. This means that in 1991 the number ofsuch cases increased by
five in comparison to 1986. Apart from this, we can say that there was a big and
unfavorable change on this territory between 1990 and 1991 (see Table 7). The
statistical figures are still much lower, however, than those for the Western
European countries. The numbers of crimes committed agains t life , as well as
those for actions of an accidental nature, do not show cause for alarm. For the
time being it appears that the rate of crimes which attack protected values will
remain constant in most cases, or even dip a bit in the near future. This forecast
does not apply to property crime eases.

The legal system attempts to protect the kind of norms for which a lack of
respect can cause serious harm to the population. People take little interest,
however, in individuals and actions which violate these kinds of norms. These
actions include the various cases of 'white collar" crime or hidden criminal acts,
starting from corruption through organized crime to the actions committed conti
nously or intennittently by the international mafia networks. Cases involving
harm to nature and the environment belong in the same group.

While crimes belonging to the two broad categories mentioned above (those that
cause fear among people and those that do not have such an effect) are condem
ned by everyone, though in different degrees, it is only meanin gful to label
behavior which causes harm to the population crimin al because it threatens
norms and orders ofvalue. The government attributes importance to this, in spite
of the fact that the people share in pan the same beliefs about such acts as the
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committers do. These beliefs arc easily held since the people often break the
norms if they can, and thus are potential or real committers. That is why they
exerc ise such a great deal of tolerance toward those breaking the norms. A main
characteristic of this category is that the preferred system of values and norms
does not find moral support in the society . A majority of individuals in society
break rules ifthey can, without any kind ofmoral inhibition, provided that doing
so does not pose them any serious inconvenience. They commit the actions even
if they are aware that the protection of norms and the penalty for breaking the
law serves their own interests indirectly. The most common activities within this
circle are those offenses against the customs and currency regulations, which are
rather complex activities.

5.3 Expected and unexpected tendencies and effects of future delinquency

Although all societies are temporary societies from a certain point of view, a
sudden change of a social system should not be considered customary. It is ex
tremely difficult to make a forecast if a country finds itself in such a situation.
This situation is worsened by the fact that the picture of change is formed by
many external factors, the effects ofwhich can be handled within certain limits.

The quick expansion of crimes committed by well-off people is unexpected, as
the population most affected by these kinds of actions - the middle class -is not
increasing but on the contrary, decreasing The increase of those crimes that arc
associated with unemployment is expected. How people can tol erate unemploy
ment is difficult to imagine. The expansion of impoverishment can increase
tolerance toward those who are in worse situation than others, but it can also
increase intolerance toward people who arc viewed as responsible for other
people's misery. In the region of Europe where Hungary is situated, the latter
scenario is more probable. A real alternative is, however, an end to the decrease
of the standard of Living, adjustment to the long lasting stagnation, and slow
growth within a reasonable period.

The traditional forms ofsolving conflicts - including those prohibited by law
can be expected to continue in Hungary's future. A meaningful change in the
number ofcriminal cases committed against life is unexpected. This will be true
especially if the society can refrain from becoming involved with mafia-like
contingents of intemational scale, organized crime.
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A large increase can be anticipated at the level of crimes committed by and
against the newly rich, and in the area ofwhite collar criminal activities which
arc executed with the assistance ofthe representatives ofbureaucracy. In the case
ofthese types ofactivity high latency in the future is very likely.

It will be very difficult to save the morality of state machinery (mainly the
admini stration of justice). Apart from those already mentioned, a number of
indeterminate factors make it impossible to provide a reliable forecast regarding
the expected and unexpected aspects of criminal activity in the future. Some
factors are:

The positive relationship between the intensity ofdelinquency and age. It
is also known that the proportion of those individuals who are in the
active age group will initially rise, then decrease approximately five years
later. We do not know how the active offenders will be affected by unem
ployment.

The inability to foresee the pace of the change ofoccupation structure in
this part ofEurope, and the effects of the blue collar working class' move
to the service sphere. In view ofthe social and economical changes before
the period of political changes in the county we can say that Hungary
had a 20-25 year old lag behind the developed Western countries.'' This
distance, as paradoxical as it may seem, temporarily increases. It is a
negative result of the changes. This is why the effect that the change of
occupation structure will have on those who have to live according to the
new order ofnonns and values cannot be foreseen.

5.4 Latency after the political changes

It has been pointed out by experts dealing with latent crimin al cases that the
number, proportion, structure, and dynamics of crimes not indicated in criminal
statistics depends on many factors. These type of cases can be divided into two
groups. The first group is related to the citizens' willingness to report such
actions to the police or to make denunciations. The other group is associated with
the ability ofthe police to solve criminal cases.

' See P. Dombos: In the footstepsof Sweden,The University of Stockholm,1984, especially
pp. 194--195.
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The success of those cases reported lo the police by the people depends on an
alternative decision made in an anguished state ofmind. The citizen - after over
coming his indifference - has to decide which option causes less inconvenience
for him: the several ordeals he has to endure in connection with making a report
to the police, or the growing number of actions that are indirectly caused by his
choice not to make a report, such as the concealment of the criminal deed and its
perpetrator, and the damage brought to justice. The first option is primarily
determined by factors like the quantity and quality ofloss or damage.

The resolution of cases initiated by the police also depends on several factors.
The main factor is the establishment of an order of preference which stipulates
the kind of actions that are worth investigating, and the types of criminals that
must be caught This order of priorities is centered around the chance of appre
hending certain types of criminals as well as the level of success that can be
achieved in enforcing certain type of crimes. Success is the reward of effecti
veness which a policeman can get either from his supervisor or from the
population (or from both). Another important factor that can assist police in
solving criminal cases is the quantity and quality of crime detection devices.
Without proper technics it is almost impossible or at least very difficult to solve
certain type of crimes. Crime detection equipment, however, is different from
evidence itself, the existence or lack ofwhich also influences police activity with
respect to certain criminal acts and their committers. The actual situation of
criminal activities and its presentation to the politicians plays an important role in
shaping background material and policy for future investigations and preventive
activities. A precondition to success in these areas is the effective prevention of
crimes including the outlining of criminal policy - based on the consensus of
both parties.

6 Prevention ofcriminal activities

6.1 Basic conceptions

As a consequence of the facts and factors indicated in the previous chapter ,
prevention of criminal activity is an integrated part of state politics. Criminal
policy regarding prevention is a theme within the scope of criminal and
jurisdictional authorities.
ltmust be clearly recognized that within the circle of state tasks, the prevention
of criminal activities docs not belong to the tasks of ministries and authorities
responsible for execution of criminal policy. The commission of criminal acts
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cannot be subsumed with the investigation and solution ofcriminal cases and the
punishment of culprits, but rather with the decrease or negation of conditions
which make criminal activity possible. The circle of those responsible for
addressing these conditions is very wide. Every decision maker who during his
work creates conditions which enhance the opportunity for some people to
commit crimes, or who does not destroy prevailing conditions which enable
criminal activity , is contributing - with his carelessness and without his knowle
dge - to the unfavorable tendency ofpresent and future criminal activities.

The central and local state authorities not dealing with cases of criminal policy
are the organizations - including the local govemmens - that have a main role in
the prevention ofdelinquency. This is a fact that has to be realized by politicians.
The consequences ofmany decisions and inactivity with respect to certain issues
(such as the realization ofconditions that would give people equal opportunities
for living, the quick growth ofunemployment without social protection, abolition
of state home building, the over-liberalization of private ventures or the lack of
liberalization of such companies, and the interpretation of human rights of
freedom to an over-extended degree) are the results of decisions based on
political strategies. If we compare these decisions with all the criminal policy
measures, we can say that the latter are only a very small factor in the prevention
ofdelinquency.

Though it does not belong to the tasks of a ruling power to organize the full
protection of its citizens (it is unable to do that ab ovo), it is obliged to create
proper conditions for the communities' self-protection. It is a political id est state
task to prepare citizens for the enduring and active handling of the new situa
tion's negative consequences. The population has to learn a new role in order to
be able to live together with the ever growing delinquency, and to be able to
react to civil initiatives.

In a dictatorship where citizens are kept under strict control, the spectacular
forms of delinquency, the danger of which are felt direclty every day by the
population, are committed in a smaller number than in democracies. Of the
numerous reasons for this, 1 mention only a few now. The monolithic ruling
machinery is able to keep delinquency - as well as many other social symptoms 
at a stable level. In an autocratic political system there is such an extensive lack
of recognition of the rights of freedom that the average person becomes
disinterested in this phenomenon. Lavishness and corruption, features which
characterize the type of administration ruining the economy - as proved by the
example of the so-called "socialist" countries - is not striking in daily life. In a
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society where all the people are relatively poor, the fact that there arc some who
arc poorer or a bit richer than others does not irritate most citizens . The lack of
private property hinders the commission of criminal acts against personal
property, and the looters of social property are judged ambivalently. On the one
hand the people identify with the offender and feel complicity with the action
(believing the factory is theirs). On the other hand they fonn a special kind of
disagreement with the act (believing the factor is theirs, thus not only the
offender's). The emphasis on public order and safety which is characteristic of
the totalitarian states means that mos! of the citizens arc more fearful of the
ruling power than ofcertain criminal activities.

The lack of respect for human life, which is partly based on traditions, poses a
big challenge for young democracies. Other factors associated with traditions
have altered because of the new circumstances. The lack ofrespect for property
can be traced to the past too. This suddenly became visible and an apparent pro
blem with the polarization of the society. For decades there was a picture of
public order and safety in the mind of the population which was quite different
from the one held now, based on contemp orary experience. In the part ofEurope
where Hungary is located there are new fonns ofcriminal activity , which arc still
hardly known by the citizens, like economic crimes, money laundering,
organized crimes, and the existence of an organized underworld - that is to say
the expansion ofcrimes to an international terrain.

The system ofprevention that has to be set up is going from the general id est the
theoretical elements toward the specific ones. The system in itself is the sum
mary of social and state reactions regarding delinquency, the breaking of legal
rules, and related dangerous situations.

In our conceptional system the social prevention ofdelinquency is considered to
be the broadest concern. It has political and non-political sub-systems. Within
the political sub-system there are some policies closely related to the prevention
ofdelinquency and there are some others that are only partly connected to the
prevention of committing crimes. The preventive policy of criminal activities is
the operation of the state handling system aiming at the prevention of making
crimes. This collective tem includes the centralized, the local decentralized, and
nationwide activities.
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6.2 The criminal policy as a system

According to the view previously outlined in this study, the prevention of crimi
nal activities consists oftwo main parts. These are:

policy

the proper execution ofpolicy

From the point of view of committing crimes we can distinguish two types of
prevention:

prevention hindering the breaking of law and committing ofcrimes
prevention following the breaking of law and committing of a criminal
action

As regards the legal means there are two kinds ofprevention:

preventions outside the law
preventions within the legal system

In the above system, the kind of prevention whereby measures inside the legal
system are used after criminal acts are committed belongs to the collective term
of criminal policy. However, not all the intervening measures within this circle
belong to the criminal policy. Numerous non-political but practical preventive
strategies under stale control are outside ofthe terms ofcriminal policy.

As regards the kind of prevention that inheres in the legal system, the criminal
policy is a general collective term in the category of crime prevention policy.
Within this category, criminal justice policy, penal policy, policies regarding the
making ofjudgements and the imposition of penalties, and the policy of law
enforcement are on the same level.

6.3 The options ofcriminal policy

In the previous parts of this study it was mentioned that, in outlining criminal
policy, the following issues must be considered:
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What does the state consider to be conditions which encourage delin
quency? Do economic and social circumstances, or cultural and/or
personality traits, contribulc to the process whereby crimes arc com
mitted? If the state believes economic and social forces are factors behind
criminal activity, it admits its responsibility in connection with
delinquency, and therefore considers the improvement of social back
ground variables to be of utmost importance. In this case, however, the
government does not view criminal policy as a plaster for all sores. If the
state refuses to accept its responsibility , on the other hand, and blames
certain people, small communities, and ethnic groups, then the irnpor
tance of criminal policy grows, since the government casts most of its
spotlight specifically onto crime problems.

It must be decided what kind of measures will be taken by the go
vernment in order to bring delinquency under control. The measures can
involve human rights, and constitutional rights and obligations.

Where both the state and non-state spheres are working to decrease
criminal activity , ii should be examined to what extent each sphere must
intervene in the other, and what type of measures will be the most
effective. The tasks have to be divided according to these two
considerations.

It should be decided which approach will be basically validated: the one
that primarily concentrates on the pursuit and punishment of criminal
culprits, or the one that concentrates on reducing the number of circum
stances that contribute to criminal activity . The first approach is the one
that reacts to committed crimes. It touches on the policy ofjudgement and
the execution of penalty . As far as the second one is concerned, it pays
attention on the prevention of delinquency, id est on the policy of
criminal law rather than the means that are used for the execution of the
law. The first approach remains within the circle ofjustice while the other
one needs the coordination ofnumerous measures beyond the activities of
criminal and judicial authorities. The first one slays in the spheres of the
criminal policy's sub-policies, the latter regards criminal policy - beside
other policies - as a part of legal policy, and thus it integrates itself into
the conglomeration of state politics de1enninating all the decisions of the
ruling power.
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It has to be decided if the very expensive penal policy which imposes
serious penalties and serves the repressive demand ofthe public is !he one
that is desireable for the country. An alternative policy involves building
on the increase of public tolerance and considering compensation for
those who have suffered loss. This policy should involve methods and
means which are a lot less expensive for the state in the long term.

6.4 Proposa ls on criminal policy: the mixed model

In the first app roach it seems obvious to look at both conservative and social
liberal type proposals, along with their estimable advantages and drawbacks. If
we could create identical goals for bod, altematives, it might narrow the distance
between them. This would guarantee the creation of solutions based on consen
sus in situations where there would be a surp lus ofmutual criteria. Finding such
solutions could create a situation where, in the event that members of the
political leadership change, most of the principles of the criminal policy would
remain intact following the change.

To start we can take an approach that creates its dimensions with the possible
replies ofsocial policy for the problems of deviant people.

I. With the first dimension we get an answer to the question what kind of
relationship exists between the state and the individual: that is to say,
does the state support or restrict individual autonomy.

2. From this dimens ion we will learn if encouraging social welfare or con
trolling society through punishment is the main characteristic of the state
activity . These analyses will reveal on the one hand the new conserva
tism, operating with strict rules and stressing individual responsibility,
and on the other hand features of social liberalism, guided by relatively
light rules and a sense ofstate responsibility for the members ofsociety .

Ouropinion is that the second model and its principles are acceptable. Therefore,
we make a distinction between the following:

restricting and intervening and
assisting and supponing crimin al policy.
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The harmony of the above two alternatives appem to be possible by paying
attention to the following general principles:

I. We accept the neoclassical concept ofcriminal law. The type ofcriminal
law which imposes punishment with regard to human rights is the one
that most represents the idea ofdemocracy. It imposes a penalty that is in
proportion with the committed action itself, without regard to the com
milter's social situation, individual motives, or the opportunities for mee
ting of his demands. This way the equality of rights is preserved both in
the circle of criminal prohibitions and in the domain of penalty . If the
intervention ofcriminal law is really an ultima ratio, the penalty that is in
proportion with the committed act can compensate for the insensitivity of
criminal law toward social problems, drawbacks in equality of chances,
and the lack ofindividualization.

2. In this case the criminal law is built on a restricting and intervening
system that is assisted by a supporting system which can correct many
faults of the restricting and intervening alternative. The assisting and
supporting system can have an important role regarding those means of
prevention which operate outside the criminal policy. Further, it can play
a main role within the criminal policy, more precisely during the
execution of penalty, and it can also help support the protection of local
interests following the execution ofpenalty .

Our opinion is that between the present social and economical circumstances the
following points ofview should get priority :

6.4.1 Creating laws

According to the guidelines outlined in the previous part of this chapter the
individual, communal and state interests should be separated. As a consequence
the three different interests have to be protected respectively, which means that
in some cases they should be protected against one another. It should be regarded
a basic task that legal obstacles be built as one means among others whereby the
state is hindered from breaking citizens' rights.

In the priority of values which forms the basis of criminal law, the personal
values should have a preference over the communal ones in accordance with the
assisting and supporting altemative. Beyond this, it is desireable to strengthen the
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system by building it on the consc iousness of the nation's past and traditions.
This will ensure its support by the population. Building a system that is not
understood and therefore unacceptable to most of the population should be
avoided. There is, however, one main exception to this rule. The prevailing
notion of imprisonment must be rejected, otherwise Hungary will be unable to
integrate into Europe. In the area of imprisonment, it will be important to follow
the assisting and supporting alternative. This must be accompanied by a change
in the population's opinion about delinquency, criminal offenders, and penality .
The overal l goal should be sought through the application ofmeans and policies
outside the sphere of crimin al policy. Part of the change will require tolerant
concepts and views of the relevent events and offenders, encouraged by the
assisting and supporting alternative, rather than the presently dominating concept
which excludes offenders from the soc iety .

6.4.2 Social activity made for the prevention ofcrimes

A bas ic principle stemming from the concept ofprevention is that criminal policy
should be focussed on social prevention and its establishment, which is outside
the criminal policy. Because ofthe difference ofthe state, communal, central and
local interests, the system should have a mixed structure that is capable of
meeting the several requirements. The financial segment of the system must be
planned along with the system itself.

In a democracy, police have a restricted role in criminal policy, due to the
sanctity of the principle of"nullurn crimen sine lege". The presence ofpolice on
this level represents mainly the potential protection against harm, and a reminder
ofpolice power, without the need to intervene in many cases.

A system having a mixed structure, based on the state's responsibility for
criminal policy is desireable. The state has to operate a preventive network that is
able to coordinate simultanously the national, central and local priorities, and
assure a preventitave background with servicing means . This has to be backed by
the population's assisting and supporting activity based on the preventive
applications ofcriminal policy. This situation will probably encourage a positive
attitude among the population. Where the restricting and intervening alternative
plays no role in crime prevention, the population's attitude toward the assisting
and supporting option would remain ambivalent.
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Comb ining the advantages of the two options could enable quick and effective
reactions to new symptoms on the part of the people. This is significant in the
quickly changing circumstances ofour region.

6.4.3 Criminal investigation

The foremost priorities - as has already been mentioned in connection with
creating laws - should focus on the protection of individual and human rights.
The protection of individual rights should precede the saving of an individual's
financial autonomy. This has to be foUowed by the protection of communal and
state interests.

In practice this requires the nationwide preservation ofnorms protecting human
rights, and the local reduction of criminal acts and their latency that disturb the
public order to a high degree.

An acceptable criminal policy, built on traditions and local demands, and serving
the priority of individual autonomy with both words and deeds, can be more
effective on the plain of criminal investigation than the alternative, which deals
exclusively wilh restricting and intervening principles.

6.4.4 Judicial procedures

We do not intend to detail this theme here (as it has already been mentioned), but
judicial procedure itselfhas to be free of all kind of political interventions. The
indirect effect of politics however (as has also been mentioned previously)
cannot be excluded, as it is present in creating laws, crime prevention, and crimi
nal inves tigations. Judicial procedure is concentra ted exclusively on criminal
action and its danger to society - according to the requirements of neoclassical
tenets. [nterational experience has shown, however, that judgements concerning
the offender's dangerous character play a signifi cant role in the sentencing
process . As part of the individualization process it is questionable whether the
judge can be fully independent of the priorities of one or the other order of
values that are essential in politics. Thus it would seem perilous to establish a
requirement according to which the judge must make a decision without regard
to the circumstances, or such that the judge must take into consideration only the
criminal action itselfand its offender , irrespective of any kind of social demand
ororder ofvalues and norms. This could be expected where the judge is required
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only to make a factual determination ofthe suspect's guilt or innocence. In a case
where the judge finds the accused person guilty , he would nonetheless be con
strained by the limits ofthe penalty type and duration.

It is evident that the ruling power or any kind of group in a democracy cannot
exercise pressure, directly or indirectly, on an independent court ofjustice. The
judicature is just because the court is doing nothing but applying the law.

6.4.5 Law enforcement

The starting point is that delinquency is a necessity irrespective of the fact that
the committer of a criminal action is of deviant nature, since he does not act in
accordance with the order ofvalues and norms preferred by the community. The
purpose of imprisonment is to deny the offender liberty, but prison terms do not
need to be increased by any means. This is of great importance, because the
value of freedom is higher today than it used to be. This means that the same
penalty can cause a greater sense of deprivation in the committer than it did in
the past

The replacement of loss of freedom by the fine is also a serious problem, as a
fine is often irrecoverable. In the case of an unemployed person, public work is
not a good alternative.

It seems lo be a solution to remove or or at least reduce to a minimum the means
of the punishing authorities from the fields of social crisis. This means that the
state admits that the social, and economical problems of delinquency should be
handled by them outside ofthe circle ofcriminal policy.

6.5 The mixed model in the practice: selective criminal policy

After discussing principles we have to reply to the following questions:

What are the areas in which it is not necessary to change the present sy
stem. Why is this so?

What are the areas in which ii is necessary to increase the effectiveness of
criminal policy? Why is this so? How can this goal be achieved?
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6.5.1 Concerning one aspect of criminal actions and their perpetra tors, the
present system properly serves the basic interests of criminal policy - namely,
the protection ofvalues and nonns. Thus, it is not necessary to make big changes
in this area. The majority of criminal activites regulated in the Crimin al Code
belong to this area. These include especially the so-called "classical crimes",
especially those committed against life or physical well-being because of
conflict, and those which entail profit for the offender.

6.5.2 I is necessary to increase the effectiveness of criminal policy with
respect to those actions which comprise the greater part of criminal behavior.
Increasing effectiveness in this area will entail the simultaneous realization of
two type s ofapplications ofthe criminal policy that have separate tendencies and
employ different means .

The firs t tendency includes the reduction of the scope of criminal law,
decriminalization, and alternative penal stra tegies. The other tendency attempts
to increase the effectiveness ofcrimin al policy by crimin alization - that is to say,
by relying on existing criminal laws.

The two different tendencies are related to the structure ofdelinquency. We can
say that they are suitable and necessary as far as the symptoms surr ounding the
con troversial poles ofdelinquency are concerned. Delinquency is viewed here as
a social fonn ofmotion.

The differentiation is based on a re-evaluation ofthe danger that particular forms
ofcriminal activity poses to society. The market economy, and the social change
ofstructure and culture play determining roles in this re-evaluation process.

6.5.2.1 One category of delinquency is embodied in those actions defined and
sanctioned as criminal in the Crimin al Code, but which are considered relatively
udangerous to society in the circumstances. Minor crimes traced to poverty or
some form ofmarginalized existence belong to this group. We must admit the
existence of crimes commi tted by the poor as a part of the symptoms of delin
quency.

II is questionable whether the measures and procedures ofcriminal law should be
app lied to individuals who commit such actions, given their circumstances. The
values protected by the criminal law may be preserved more effectively by other
means. In this regard, the effective realization ofa well-functioning social policy
is especially importan t (the classical example is: "do not give me a fish, but teach
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me to angle!"). The strength ofthe criminal law's protection ofvalues and norms
would be enhanced if, in these cases, the imposition of imprisonment was
withheld in favor ofother legal means ofconflict resolution (such as mediation,
negotiation between the offender and the victim regarding payment for the loss ,
compensa tion).

6.5.2.2 Another kind ofdelinquency includes so-called "white collar delinquen
cy", that portion of economic crimes not belonging to "white collar" delinquen
cy, and the newly penalized actions relating lo drugs and pollution of the
environment. Organized crimin al activity that is especially dangerous with regard
to int ernational relations (including comuption, pro stitution, illegal trade ofarms,
treasures ofan, and vehicles) also belong to this second group.

The determined and clear legal regulation ofcertain activities is ofspecial impor
tance. In one pan it embraces criminal regulation consisting of criminalization,
creation of european-type criminal laws of economy, and so on, and in another
pan it covers the operational details of normative and technical rules belonging
to other branches oflaw.

Regarding the forms of crimin al activities contained in the abovementioned
circ le emphasis must placed on decisive and consistent crimin al investigation,
and ultimately imposition of penalties, since these activities are mainly
characterized by latency ("fish in troubled waters"). Yet it is unnecessary, even
in this circle, to impose exagerrated periods of incarceration on offenders. The
reasons for this are that loss of freedom has a high value for criminal offenders
and, as it has been proven many times, outstandingly heavy penalties result in
damage to the commi tters without assisting the goal ofprevention.

6.5.3 The effectiveness ofcriminal policy can be increased on several levels
by improving various segments of its structure. Full realization requires clear
regulation of crimin al laws (without legal deficiencies and with less collision
between norms!), decriminalization, application ofalternative penalties, decisive
criminal investigation, logical judicial procedures (with proper differentiation
and individualization) as well as common use of economic and financial
technics, and technics ofthe police.

As part of the practical realiza tion of criminal policy, personal and financial
sources should be used sensibly, which implies reallocation ofresources at times.
Improvement of effectiveness creates new problems and it needs new means as
well as modem conceptions.
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The ideas could be carried out with the following measures:

I. The application of penalties which entail loss of freedom for the
offenders, and which cost a lot for society, have to be reduced - as has
been occuring in many Western European countries. This reduction
should be canied out by the common practice ofdiverting the penally into
other channels. This solution is desireable in the case of petty offenses
and actions committed in connection with properties of small values. A
large part ofcrimes committed against properties - as it can be seen in the
enclosed tables - belong to this group. The institutionalization of the
practice ofdiverting the penally of incarceration into other channels could
be used effectively in the case ofcrimes committed by poor people.

The decrease in the number of those sentenced to incarceration would
greatly discharge the apparatus dealing with the execution of penally .
This is financed with great difficulty because of the market economy. The
society, the state budget, and the prison authorities could now feel
relieved, as large financial resources would be released. This public
money could be used better than it is used now. Furlhermore, since the
imposition of short periods of incarceration has proved to be unfruitful,
the protection of values and norms would not be damaged by this new
policy. Such protection might even be more effective where the
application of loss offreedom is avoided.

We also think that an increase in the practice of paying fines and the
institutionalization of financial setbacks for the offender - in accordance
with international tendencies - is important. These measures are
especially important in cases where offenders have deliberately caused
large or outstanding financial harm to others. These measures should be
applied as alternatives to carceral sentences. The amount of the fines
imposed should be so great as to shock even those who have a large
income - but the number offines imposed does not necessarily need to be
increased.

Our opinion is that the proposals made by us effectively serve the
interests ofprotecting norms, and promote the goals ofdifferentiation and
individualization.

2. Supposing one of the goals of criminal policy is keeping delinquency at
an acceptable level, direct or indirect compensation is an important
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measure. It helps to decrease the consequences of loss associated with
criminal activity . The choice between the two types of compensation de
pends on numerous factors, such as the amount of loss, the circumstances
of the offender and the victim, and their role in the harmful action. The
desired goal could be realized by establishing an economic compensation
foundation. The funds for this foundation would originate from different
sources. Some funds could be reallocated from those used to incarecerate
offenders, while others could be collected from large fines imposed on
offenders. A board of trustees would make decisions about the
distribution of public money among those departments that wanted to
participate in achieving the goals ofcriminal policy in this way.
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